Job Description : Sr. Software Engineer/Lead
Engineer/Technical Specialist-Big Data
About Talentpod
We @ Talentpod(www.talentpod.com) are a new-age start up where seasoned HR Leaders and
Technologists have come together to create a Product Engineering Services eco-system like no
other. We are here to disrupt, to make better and to steer innovation in cutting Edge
Technology Services.
We are currently in the process of setting up Digital CoEs like IoT, AIML, 5G Engineering, Cloud
Computing, Mobility Frameworks and Digital Engineering.. We are engaged with our clients in
project outsourcing model where deployment is either offshore/onsite.
We pledge to serve to our clients, with our unique disruptive approach to CoE/Practice
based Product Engineering Services to help them bridge the gap. It helps our clients to
drive efficiency, save costs and gain quality Talent through a single point association.
We are committed to give nothing but the best to our clients and in the process build for
ourselves a company with a winning culture.

About Role & Team
You would be working with technologists and engineers with diverse experience & expertise on
latest tech platforms. Together you will be working on exciting projects, build solutions and also

learn as you progress. We are a transparent and entrepreneurial organization which promotes
nothing but Talent & determination.

What are we looking for?
Ø Candidates should have3-12 years of Experience as Bigdata Developer in
Ø Should have Minimum 3 years of strong experience on Core Java, Hadoop
ecosystem and any NoSQL DatabaseØ Minimum 2 to 3 Years of strong experience on Spark/ Storm /Cassandra /Kafka/ Scala
Ø Should have working Experience in Core Java, Multi-Threading, OOPS, Writing
Parsers
Ø - Hadoop /Hive/ Pig/ MapReduce- Spark/ Storm /Kafka/Scala/ Cassandra
Ø - Should have strong knowledge on Hadoop ecosystem such as Hive/Pig/MapReduce
Ø - Strong in SQL, NoSQL, RDBMS and Data warehousing concepts

Qualification Required(Any)
B.Tech , M.Tech , BCA , MCA, B.sc(IT) , B.Sc(Comp Science)

Think you have what it takes? Write to us at hr@talentpod.com to schedule an interview and be
a part of our winning team.

